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INTRODUCTION 
For the character theorist, the step from p-blocks to rr-blocks, for x a set 
of primes, is not a difftcult one to take. Several people, including the author 
[4], Slattery [S], Staszewski [6], Brauer and Feit (unpublished), Iizuka 
[2], and Reynolds [3], have looked at the idea of developing a theory of 
n-blocks. There are practical reasons for doing so, since in many group- 
theoretic situations it is possible to partition the prime divisors of the order 
of a finite group, and obtain character theoretic information accordingly. It 
turns out to be the case that block-theory can provide information about 
ordinary characters useful in the construction of isometries, but that in the 
situations mentioned above, this cannot always be brought to bear when 
the equivalence classes contain more than one prime. 
Our aim is to present a theory of rc-blocks with a particular view to later 
applications to isometries. We have tried to emphasize results which are nor 
automatic consequences of the usual p-block theory. 
1. TT-BLOCKS 
Several definitions of n-blocks have been given by various authors, but 
all are equivalent to the one below: 
Let G be a finite group, w = exp(27ci/]G] ), and let 7~ be a subset of X(G). 
Let R, = {CIE Q[o]: up(a) 20 whenever p is a prime ideal divisor of 
ICI, zllwl>. -r-h en R, is a Dedekind domain with finitely many prime 
ideals, so is a principal ideal domain (by the Chinese remainder theorem). 
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DEFINITION. A x-block of ordinary irreducible characters of G is a 
subset, B, say, of Irr(G) such that: 
IG( -’ c c ~(1) x(g-‘)g is a primitive idempotent of Z(R,G). 
%E&tTEG 
Remarks. Clearly a n-block of G is a union of o-blocks whenever g is a 
subset of 7c, and conversely, if Bc Irr(G) is such that B is a union of 
{p}-blocks for each prime p E 7c, then B is a union of rr-blocks. Finally, 
when rc = (p} for a single prime p, the definition above agrees with the 
usual one. 
Our first two lemmas are very easy, but useful (and are due, essentially, 
to Iizuka [2]). 
LEMMA 1. Let B, be a n-block of G. Then whenever ~3 EG is n-regular 
and z E G is rc-singular, EXE B. x(y) ~(2) = 0. Conversely, any subset of 
Irr(G) with the above property is a union of rc-blocks. 
Proof Let )’ E G be n-regular, 2 E G be r-singular. Then for some prime 
p E F I is p-singular, and y is certainly p-regular. Since B, is a union of 
p-blocks we have xzc B, x(y) x(z) = 0 by standard block orthogonality 
relations. 
Conversely, suppose that S is a subset of Irr(G) such that 
EXE s x(y) x(z) = 0 whenever .1: E G is n-regular and z E G is n-singular. 
Then 1 GI - ’ CgE G I:, B s I( 1) x( g ~ ’ ) g is certainly an idempotent of Z( CG). 
By hypothesis, if gE G is n-singular, the coefficient of g in the above idem- 
potent is 0. We claim that if g EG is n-regular, then lG( -’ Cycs 
~UMg-‘)~K~ so that the idempotent above lies in Z(R,G) which 
suffices to prove that S is a union of rr-blocks. 
Choose a prime p E rc, and some r-regular g E G, and let PE Syl.(G). 
Then for XEP#, we have xXEs x( gP ‘) x(x) = 0 by hypothesis, so that 
~.,EsxW’)(zlp,lp)r= lf’-‘Z~,sx(~)x(g-‘) and hence lPl-‘Cz,sx(l) 
X(g-‘)EE[o]. Since p was arbitrary, we have IGIP’&.sx(l)~(g-‘)~ 
R,, as required. 
Another characterization of rc-blocks which will be useful to us is 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let B, be a n-block of G, x, 11’~ It-r(G) with XE B,, 
x’ 4 B,. Then Zgp G.. x(g) f(g) = 0, uvhere G,. = {x-regular elements of G}. 
(ii) Let S be a subset of Irr(G) such that whenever x E S and XI $ S, we 
have & Gz. x(g) x’(g) = 0. Then S is a union of x-blocks of G. 
Proof (i) Let S= B,, S’= Ii-r(G)\, B,. Let V be the space of complex- 
valued class functions of G which vanish outside G,.. We claim first that 
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V = Vs@ V,., where V, is the subspace of V consisting of linear com- 
binations of elements of S and V,. is defined similarly. Certainly 
v,n v,. = (0). 
Choose a n-regular element XE G, and let I., be the characteristic 
function of the conjugacy class of .Y in G. Then (C,(X)] I., = 
C,.s%W’)Xf~ AES. x(-uC’)x. Since S is a n-block, it follows from 
Lemma 1 that CIEs x (K’)%E V,, &c-s~~(.~P’)~~ Vs.. Thus j.,E V,+ V,. 
and V= Vs@ V,, as x was arbitrary. 
Now choose an irreducible character 1~ S, and let x0 be the class 
function of G which agrees with x on n-regular elements and vanishes 
elsewhere. We may write zO= ys+ ;‘5, where yse V,, ;‘s, E V,.. Then 
(x03 ;‘s ) = (ys., ys.). On the other hand. (x0, yr.) = (x, ys.) as ;‘s, vanishes 
outside G,.. Since z E S, we have (x, ys.) = 0, so that ys. = 0. Hence lo = ;‘s, 
so that whenever Z’E S’ we have (z,,. I’) =O. so that IGI --’ xgEG, z(g) 
2’(g)=O. 
(ii) Let XE G be Tc-singular. Then xZEITT,G, l(s) ;c(Y) = 0 whenever .I 
is n-regular. For x E Irr(G), define z0 as in part (i). By assumption. 
whenever 1 E S we see that x0 is a linear combination of characters in S. 
Now E:AElrr,G, X(-K) z. vanishes on G,,, so CxEIrr,G, x(.x) zo= 0. For any 
p E S’, (CIES x(-u) lo, p) =O. On the other hand, for any p ES, we have 
(xo,p)=O for each YES’, so that 0 = EzEIrrtGl x(.x) iloT I)= 
E:,,sz(-~)zo,~). Hence IIESz. LO- (Y). -0 $ and so whenever ;‘E G is 
n-regular we have x/c s X(X) X(J) = 0. Since I was arbitrary, S is a union 
of rc-blocks of G by Lemma 1. 
From Lemma 2 we immediately deduce 
COROLLARY 3. (i) [f G is a z-group, then G has only* one z-block. 
(ii) Zf G is a n’-group then each n-block of G contains exactly one 
irreducible character. 
2. THE SECOND MAIN THEOREM 
W. F. Reynolds has remarked in [3] that there is an analogue of 
Brauer’s 2nd Main Theorem implicit in Iizuka’s paper [2]. In this section 
we give an explicit proof of a formulation of the 2nd Main Theorem for 
rr-blocks. 
The first lemma of this section is used several times in this paper. 
LEMMA 4. Let G, n be as before, and let x be a n-element of G. Let b be 
a union of n-blocks of C,(x). Suppose that there is a subset, S say, of Irr(G) 
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wifh the property that xXEs ~(.~r’y-~‘j I = x:lrs6 p( y-‘) ,u(z) whenever 
J, z E C,(x),.. Then for each n-regular element y E C,(x) we have 
(i) ~(,uq’)=~.,.~(~l~,~,,,~)~(x~)for al1zE.S. 
(ii) x(-v) = Lb. (xI~,,,,~POP(XY) for an XES’ (where s’= 
Irr(G)\S, b’= Irr(C,(x))\b). 
Furthermore ifx is an irreducible character of G with the property that for 
some set of complex numbers {c,: p E 6) we have x(xy) = ClcE6 c,p(xy) for 
aN z-regular y E C,(x), then either x E S or else I = 0 for all such y. 
Proof: Let J, z be elements of C,(x),.. Then xy and xz are G-conjugate 
if and only if y and z are C,(x) conjugate. Hence we see that 
Since ~zES~(~P’yP’ )x(xz)=C,.,~(y~‘)~(z), we also have 
xXES. x(K’y-‘) x(xz) = Cpeb, F(J-‘) p(z). Consequently, once (i) is 
proved, (ii) will also follow. 
For each &-element y E C,(x) we define the class function 8,. of C,(x) by 
8, = xPEb p(x~c)‘)p. For z-singular ZE C,(x) we have 8,.(x-‘z) = 
xPeb p(y) p(z) = 0 (since b is a union of n-blocks). Hence 19~ vanishes 
outside x-‘C,(x),.. 
For any rc’-element 2E C,(x), we have ~~~(Y’z)=@,(x~‘z) by direct 
calculation, so that (e-f, of’) = (t),., 8, ). By assumption, for each z E C,(x),. 
we have CzGsx(xy) x(.xv~z)=C~~~ p(;)p(y)=e,(~-~~)=O~f(~-~~). Thus 
the class functions 0-f and x1 E s _ y(xy)x agree on Sz(x -‘) (the n-section of 
.Y - ’ in G). 
~1~0, ce.:, e;) = v, , e,.) = z pEh 14.d12=~.,.s I%(xY~I*=(~~.s%(xY~%~ 
I:,, s x(xy)x). Since the class functions 0-y and xXs s x(xy)x agree on 
S~(X~‘) and have the same norm, and since 0-f vanishes outside Sz(x-‘), 
we must have 0.: = xzE s am. Thus for any irreducible character x’ E S 
we have XIV) = (e.:, %‘I= (e,.: x’I~~,.J =ZpEb WIcGc.~,9 P) P(VL which 
completes the proof of part (i). 
Now suppose that x E S’, but that there is a set {c,: p E 6) of complex 
numbers such that for all y E C,(x),. we have I = xPEb c,p(xy). By 
part (ii), we may also write x(xy) =xPEh, d,p(xy) for each YE C,(x),, 
(where d,, = (x JCG,.Y,, p)). We easily see that 
(by Lemma 2, as b is a uion of n-blocks). Thus x(xy) =0 for each 
YE C,(x),. and the proof of Lemma 4 is complete. 
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Remark. We note that the proof above also shows that when u and v lie 
in different rt-sections of G, xls s x(u) x(c) = 0. 
The next result is just a reformulation of Brauer’s 2nd Main Theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a finite group, p be a prime, B be a p-block of G, x 
be a p-element of G#. Then there is a subset B(x) of Irr(C,(x)) which forms 
a union of p-blocks of C,(x), such that: 
(i) Whenerer y. ZE C,(s),., xzEB ~(.~~‘~,~‘)x(.Yz)=C~,.~(.~, u(y-‘) 
u(z) (sums ocer empt.v sets are understood to be 0). 
(ii) Whenever 1’ E B and y E CG(x),. we hate 
(iii) Whenecer 1~ Irr(G) and there are complex numbers {cA1:u E B(x)) 
such that I = C I,s B,rl c,,p(sy).for all 1: E Cam, then either x E B or else 
x canishes on S,G(x). 
Proof It suffices, by Lemma 4, to prove the first part. Let K= Q[o], 
where o is a primitive nth root of unity and G has order n. Let p be a 
prime ideal of Z[w] which contains p, and let R = {a/b: a, b E Z[o], b $ p}. 
By 76.29 of [ 11, the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for RH-modules 
whenever H is a section of G x G. 
We consider the group algebra RG as an R(G x G)-module with G x G 
acting on the natural basis for RG via J( g, h) = g-‘yh for y E G, (g, h) E 
G x G. Then (as usual) blocks of RG may be considered as indecomposable 
summands of RG (viewed as an R(G x G)-module in the above way). 
Let H = C,(x), and write G = LI;, , Hg,H, where g, = 1,. We claim that 
whenever i> 1, RHg,H is ((-up, -up))-projective when considered as an 
R((x, x))-module. This follows easily since when i> 1, ((x, x)) permutes 
the obvious basis elements of RHg,H in cycles of length greater than 1, so 
that RHg,H is induced from an ((xp, xP))-module. 
Let {b;: 1 <i<m} be the set of blocks of RH and {B,: 1 <j<r} be the 
set of blocks of RG, labelled so that B = B,. We may write RG = @;= L B, 
andalsoRG=(O~=“=b,)O(O;=,R(Hg,H))(asR(HxH)-module).Now 
(x, x) acts trivially on each bi, so none of the bls is ((-up, xp))-projective 
(as R( (I, x))-module). By the Krull-Schmidt theorem we may write B, 2 
( eIE, bi)@ N as R(H x H)-module, where Zc (1,2, . . . . m} and N is an 
R(H x H)-module which is ((xp, xP))-projective when viewed as an 
R((x, x))-module (and a similar decomposition holds for each B,, with 
each b, occurring in precisely one Bk). Let B(x) = uiE, bi. 
The character of G x G afforded by B is CZe B x 0 X. The character of 
Hx H afforded by B(x) is CL,EB(Y,p Op. Let 9 be the character of H x H 
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afforded by IV. Then since N is ((x”, xP))-projective. it follows by a well- 
known result of Green that 0( (xy, xz)) = 0 whenever ); z E Hp. (since (J’, z) 
is a p-regular element of C,,,((x, x)). 
Thus fory, ZEH~, we haveC,..%(x~‘1’~‘)%(x;)=~,.,,,,~(~~’)~(Z), 
which suffices to complete the proof of Theorem 5. 
For arbitrary rr, the Krull-Schmidt theorem is not usually available for 
R,G-modules, so the techniques of the previous proof will not work. 
Nevertheless, we can still prove 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a finite group, z be a subset of n(G). Let B be a 
x-block of G, x be a z-element of G. Then there is a uniquely determined 
union of rc-blocks of C,(x), sal. B(x) such that: 
(i) Whenever J, ZE C,(.u),,, EzEB ~(x~‘?‘-‘)~(xz)=~~~~(~, p(~,~‘) 
P(Z). 
(ii) Whenever x‘ E B and J is a n-regular element of C,(x) we have 
%‘(V) = xpE E(.V) lx’ I CG(.V)? P) A-v). 
(iii) Whenever XE Irr(G) has the propert), that there are complex 
numbers {c,: p E B(x)} such that x(x),) = xirE B,.rJ cpp(xy) for each z-regular 
y E C,(x j, then either x E B or else x vanishes on SE(x). 
ProoJ Again using Lemma 4, it suffices to prove the first assertion. We 
remark first that if a union of rr-blocks, B(x), exists with the stated 
property then it is uniquely determined by B (as B(x) is a union of 
x-blocks, x IrE B,.V) p( 1) p( I’) = 0 for all n-singular r)) E C,(x), whilst for 
Y~C&L.~ we have ~~.E~(~~-‘)~(~~)=~~EB(.r,~(1)~(4’), so that the 
class function XV E B(x, p (1 )p is determined by B). 
We prove by induction on /z(x)1 that such a union of n-blocks exists. If 
[$x)1 =O, then x= 1, and B= B(x). If In(x)/ = 1, then (as B is certainly a 
union of p-blocks where (p > = n(x)) we may find (by Theorem 5) a union 
of p-blocks, say B,(x), such that whenever y, z E C,(x),, we have 
15;8xw’~-‘Mxi)= c PW’)D(z). BE /h) 
We claim that B,(x) is in fact a union of rr-blocks of C,(x). Let r = x\{ p f 
and assume that 1~1 2 1 (otherwise there is nothing to prove). It suffices to 
prove that when J E C,(x) is n-regular and z E C,(x) is z-singular &. BP(X) 
/?( y - ’ ) B(z) = 0 (using Lemma 1). Since B,(x) is a union of p-blocks we 
may assume that z is p-regular (but r-singular). 
Then x ~ ‘y - ’ is r-regular, whilst xz is r-singular. Now we have ZPE BP(.Y) 
B(v-‘)/3(z)=c,..%(~~-‘~ -‘) I =0 (since B is a union of r-blocks 
(and using Lemma 1)). Thus B,(x) is a union of z-blocks, as required. 
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Now assume that Ix(?r)l > 1. and that the result has been established for 
x-elements x’ with 17c(.u’)l < Irc(x)I. Let p be a prime divisor of I(x)I, and 
let ‘5 = n\(p}. 
By the arguments above, there is a union of rc-blocks of C,(x,), say 
B(.K,), such that whenever u. L? E C,(x,) and are p-regular, we have 
c /qu-‘, P(c)= 1 x(x,‘u-1) ~(X,D). 
BE Bl.r,) XEB 
By induction, there is a union of x-blocks of C,(x), say B(x), such that 
whenever y, z E C,(x) and are x-regular, we have 
Since for J, z as above x; ‘J - ’ and xyrz are p-regular elements of C&x,), 
we have 
Hence B(x) is the union of n-blocks of C,(x) which satisfies the property 
in part (i), and the proof of Theorem 6 is complete. 
COROLLARY 7. Let x be a rt-element of G. 
(i) Whenecer B is a x-block of G, IC,(x)l-’ xxEB x(x) xFECG’r,, 
x(x~‘y~‘)y is either 0 or is an idempotent of Z(R,C,(x)). 
(ii) If B and B’ are distinct rc-blocks of G, the idempotents occurring 
in (i) are orthogonal. 
(iii) Whenecer e is a primitice idempotent of Z(R,C,(x)) there is a 
unique x-block, B” say, of G such that e occurs in the decomposition of 
Ic,(-~)l-’ ExEB- x(-t) ~~ECC,X,r. 7.(-~-‘~-’ ) J) into primitive idempotents of 
Z(R,Gb)). 
Proof (i) There is a (possibly empty) union of x-blocks of C,(x), say 
B(x), such that whenever YE C,(x) is n-regular, we have 
~:,.B%(~)~(~P’~P’)=CPEB,r’p(l)p(~P’). Hence we see that 
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IC,(-~)l-’ c x(-y) c %(x-‘.v-‘).Y 
/EB .I’E ccc vL7 
=IC&)l-’ 1 P(l) 1 AY-‘)l 
~6 B1.r) .l E CdY), 
=IC&)l -’ c P(1) c PW’)4 
PEBlIi J E CGP) 
(since B(x) is a union of 7c-blocks) which is an idempotent of Z(R,C,(x)) 
if B(x) is non-empty, and is 0 if B(x) is empty. 
(ii) and (iii) It is clear that ICo( -’ CyEIrr,G, x(x) CYECC~X,n. 
~(x~‘~~‘) J’= 1, so that each primitive idempotent of Z(R,C,(x)) occurs 
at least once in a decomposition of an idempotent as in part (i). 
Also Cze ~rr(C, k(x)12 = IC,(,~)l = C PE Irr(CG(rJ) 141)~~ whilst in part 0) we 
have i&B ~%b)~2=~pEB(y)~ (l)*. Since each z-block of C,(x) occurs at 
least once, there can be no duplication in the decompositions of idem- 
potents arising from distinct n-blocks of Gt so parts (ii) and (iii) follow. 
The next result appeared in Iizuka [2], but we provide a proof. 
COROLLARY 8. Let G, IT be as before, and let B be a x-block of G. 
(i) If x and y are in different n-sections of G, then Cxc B x(.Y- ‘) 
%(y)=O. 
(ii) If x is a x-element of G, x is a character in B, and x’ 4 B, then 
cms$,xb9m=o. 
Proof: Part (i) follows from Theorem 6 and the remarks following 
Lemma 4. 
(ii) There is a union of n-blocks, say B(x), such that for each 
=wular 2 E C&), XC=) = ~ptB~.r~ c,Axz), where ccc = (x IcG,.+ PO. BY 
Theorem 6 and Corollary 7, I’ = C,,. Irr,Cc;r,j: B,X, d,u’ ,u’(xz), where 
4, = (xI~~~,.~,~ ~‘1. Then 
= JC,(x)l -’ 1 x(xz)x’(xz) 
iE C,(.r),, 
= lC,(xN -I c c 
peB(.~) p’~IrrfC~(.v)) .B(x) 
x c P(4im 
ZE C(&r). 
= 0 by Lemma 2. 
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The next result does not seem to be an immediate consequence of the 
xc= {p} case. 
THEOREM 9. Let G, 7c be as before. Then: 
(i) The idempotents of Z(R,G) lie in Z(R,C,(O,(G))). 
(ii) If C,(O,(G)) < O,(G) (equioalentfy, if F*(G) is a x-group) then 
1 c; is a primitice idempotent sf Z( R,G) (equivalently, G has only one 
x-block). 
Proof (i) We proceed by induction on IG]. The result is trivial if 
IGI = 1, so assume ]GI > 1 and the result has been established for groups of 
order less than ]G(. 
Let e be an idempotent of Z(R,G), and let J be an element whose 
inverse occurs with non-zero coefficient in e. Then y is n-regular by 
Lemma 1. Let Z = O,(Z(G)), and let G = G/Z. Suppose that Z # 1. Then 
there is a natural homomorphism. 4: R,G -+ R,G, and e# is an idempotent 
of Z(R,G) in which j-i appears with non-zero coefficient. 
Then by induction, .F E C&O,(G)), so [O,(G), Y] d Z and 
[O,(G), J, ~1 = 1. Since y is n-regular, [O,(G), ~1 = 1. Hence we may 
assume that Z= 1, and we do so. 
Choose a prime p E 71, and let PE Syl,(O,(G)). We will show that J 
centralizes some conjugate of P. It readily follows, as p is arbitrary, that )! 
centralizes O,(G), as required. Let x E Z( P)#. Then C,(x) < G. 
Let B be the union of n-blocks of characters of G associated with e, and 
choose x E B. Then it is easy to see that 
so that 
gsG;G,-y, ~~Bx(l)x((.~y)-‘~~~)= CG:C&)l c xW’)x(v). 
%EB 
Now ~,,~B~(l)~((xg))‘.~~)=O unless (.Y~)-‘.xJ is n-regular. Now 
XEO,(G), so that (x~)-‘x~E (~7) O,(G), and it follows (for example) 
from the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem that if (x”) -’ xy is n-regular, then it is 
conjugate to y. 
Hence C,.BX(X-L)X(xy)=(m/[G:C,(x)l)~:,..X(l)X(y) for SOme 
integer m > 0. Since )’ -’ appears with non-zero coefficient in e, it follows 
thatC,.B%(l)%(Y)ZOandalsothat~~.B% (x ~ ’ ) x(xy) # 0. In particular, 
xy E SF(x), by Corollary 8. Also, the rr’-part of x): is conjugate to y, since 
x E O,(G), so y commutes with some conjugate of x. We may replace y by 
a conjugate if necessary, so we may assume that y E C,(x), and we do so. 
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By Corollary 7, y-1 appears with non-zero coefficient in some 
idempotent of Z(R, C,(x)), as C, E B x(x ~ ‘) x(-q) # 0. By induction, y 
centralizes O,( C,(x)), so J E C,(P), since P < O,(G) n C,(x). 
(ii) If C&O,(G)) d O,(G), then by part (i), 1, is a primitive idem- 
potent of Z(R,G), since 1, is the only n-regular element of C,(O,(G)) and 
idempotents of Z(R,G) only involve x-regular elements. 
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